
Transport 
Accessories.



It’s all about living the life you want. 
Adapt your SEAT to your lifestyle with 
quality SEAT Accessories that are 
specifically designed for your model.
Add-ons that are easy, safe and 
come with a SEAT warranty. So you 
can do what you love, worry-free. 

Just add 
adventure. 
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Road trip? Get the extra space you need with these 
weather-resistant roof boxes. They come in a range 
of 400l to 460l and use a double-opening system 
so you can easily access your gear.

Roof box.
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Born to ride.

Taking on the road on 2 wheels? With the 
towing bike rack, you can transport up to 3 bikes 
with an extension set. It’s even adapted for 
e-bikes. Tailored to your SEAT, it complies with 
all our quality tests. And with an easy-loading 
tilt system, you’ll be on your way to the trails, or 
the winding road, in no time.

Towing bike rack.

This aerodynamic bike rack can easily transport 
up to 20kg. Safely keep the frame and wheels in 
place with secure straps and anchors that are 
specifically designed to protect the bike’s parts. 
It also complies with the standard city crash test, 
so you can put your mind at ease. And assembly’s 
a cinch, without the need for any tools. 

Bike rack.
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You’ll be hitting the slopes in no time with this 
easy-to-install ski rack. No tools required. 
There’s even an easy-mounting, extendable 
version for SUVs. Rubberised bars make sure 
your skis are protected and secure. Going 
with friends? Transport up to 4 pairs of skis 
or 2 snowboards or up to 6 pairs of skis or  
4 snowboards with the Ski Rack Xtender. 

Ski rack and 
Ski Rack  
Xtender.
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Level up.

Safely transport goods with the handy load-stop 
rack that firmly holds cargo in place and avoids 
shifting while en-route.

Load-stop rack.

Developed by SEAT R&D, these aerodynamic 
roof bars make it easy to transport larger goods 
while improving running noise, air resistance and 
fuel consumption. Weather- and theft-resistant, 
their functional design has also undergone City 
Crash testing.

Roof bars.
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Dawn patrol just got easier with this convenient 
surf rack that adapts to any board’s shape. It 
carries up to 2 boards and is equipped with an 
anti-theft system. If you own a SEAT Arona, you 
can also opt for the durable inflatable surf rack. 
Quick to install, it can easily be removed and 
stored when the season’s over. 

Surf rack and 
inflatable 
surf rack.



Hitting the road to adventure with your caravan 
or boat? Whatever you decide to take with you, 
hitch it up to your vehicle with the tow bar that’s 
fully integrated and connected to the car’s  
control unit. Available in removable or pivoting 
ball versions, it’s fast and easy to assemble.  
It’s also made to measure and approved by 
SEAT as standard original equipment, so it’s 
compatible with your car’s safety systems and 
ensures safe driving with towing devices and 
load-carrying systems.

Tow bar.
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Everything in its place. Organise smaller loads by 
placing them in the boot with this handy aluminium 
divider that ensures all your equipment is organised. 
Placed along the outer edge of the loading surface 
with clamps, it has a telescopic bar that ensures a 
secure hold. 

Boot organiser.

Resistant, waterproof and easy to clean – this 
protective boot tray has high plastic walls that 
prevent cargo from shifting. 

Boot tray with high walls.

Made to resemble and fit the luggage compartment 
floor, this reversible mat is made of carpet on one 
side and plastic on the other. It protects the boot 
from wet or dirty objects, so it’s perfect for throwing 
your ski boots or wet suit on. 

Reversible boot mat.

Every inch 
covered.



The
technical
bit.

  Available
− Not available

Transport accessories Tarraco Arona Ibiza Ateca Leon 5D
Leon  
Sportstourer Alhambra

Roof box - 400l 000071200T 000071200T 000071200T 000071200T 000071200T 000071200T 000071200T
Roof box - 420l 000071200AB 000071200AB 000071200AB 000071200AB 000071200AB 000071200AB 000071200AB
Roof box - 450l 000071180A 000071180A 000071180A 000071180A 000071180A 000071180A 000071180A
SEAT roof box - 460l 000071200AG − − 000071200AG 000071200AG 000071200AG −
Bike rack 5F9071128 5F9071128 5F9071128 5F9071128 5F9071128 5F9071128 5F9071128
Towing bike rack 000071128G 000071128G 000071128G 000071128G 000071128G 000071128G 000071128G
Bike rack extension kit 000071128J 000071128J 000071128J 000071128J 000071128J 000071128J 000071128J
Ski rack for 4 pairs or 2 snowboards 000071129S 000071129S 000071129S 000071129S 000071129S 000071129S 000071129S
Ski rack for 6 pairs or 4 snowboards 000071129T 000071129T 000071129T 000071129T 000071129T 000071129T 000071129T
Ski Rack Xtender 000071129R 000071129R 000071129R 000071129R 000071129R 000071129R 000071129R
Roof bars 5FJ071151A 6F9071151 6F0071151 575071151 5F4071101 5F9071151 7N5071151
Load-stop rack 000071223 000071223 000071223 000071223 000071223 000071223 000071223
Surf rack 000071120HA 000071120HA 000071120HA 000071120HA 000071120HA 000071120HA 000071120HA
Inflatable surf rack − 000071120B − − − − −
Tow bar 5FJ092160 6F9803881 6F0803881 575092160D 5F0803881D 5F9803881D 7N5092101A

Boot protection accessories
Boot organiser − 575061205A 575061205A 575061205A − − −
Reversible boot mat 5FJ061201B 6F9061201B 6F0061210 575061201A 5F0061210B − −
Boot tray with high walls − − 6F0061201 575061201C − − −
Semirigid boot tray 5FJ061201C 6F9061201C 6F0061180A 575061201 -/B 5F0061205F 5F9061205 7N5061170
Foam boot tray 5FJ061201 6F9061201A 6F0061180 575061201E /D 5F0061205G 5F9061205A 7N5017221C
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SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. The information in this brochure 
can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication, you should always check with your authorised SEAT 
Partner for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle and 
all its parts, as well as the original spares, were designed according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental lmpact, through the use of recycled/

recyclable materials, with measures taken to achieve suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality.
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